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About This Game

You are a soldier serving at secret science facility located in the Mariner valley on Mars. Suddenly things go terribly wrong, all
personal becomes totally insane and all genetic hybrids break free. Survive as long as you can! Destroy as much enemies as you

can!

You are free to use five kinds of weapon: pistol, shotgun, machine gun, flamethrower and grenades

Kill enemies and collect loot

Take perks and level-up your weapons

Take perks and influence your health, position, time speed etc.
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Title: Mariner Accident
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Accident Games Studio
Publisher:
Accident Games Studio
Release Date: 10 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Dual Core Processor or better

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 520 MX 512 MB or equivalent

Storage: 1024 MB available space

English
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Sometimes too much gore, but its really exciting.. 10 unity platformers out of 20.. [Linux Review]
0.2 Hours is all i played, The game is very boring, Leader board is broken on Linux (as in my score did not go up), game is to
Dark in places and cannot see monsters, gun line up with mouse is hit or miss (Mostly Miss), Weapon swapping with keys 1 to
4?, in the year 2018 i would like to use my Mouse Wheel, 1 Map\/Level (Very small), It did run at 60fps (v-sync on) which is
good.

I was hoping it was more like the run and gun games from the 90's (Abuse\/Metal Slug for example), with big levels and lots of
Levels to play, but this is way off, more like a small survival game with random gun line up.

Sorry but i cannot recommend this game even at the \u00a30,84 sale price, Better off playing Abuse for free.

UPDATE: Some things are fixed now, Mouse wheel to change weapons, Level is a little bigger now but still only one very dark
level, A teleport pad that seem random to where your end up, New monster??, A bigger Red Zombie?? And a Red crab\/spider
thing so not really new monsters, Still random shooting line up, Online leader board seems fixed, Still cannot recommend this
game.. nice remake of crimsonland with interesting changes. for this price is good enough to spend some time.
i hope the game will evolve and more levels come up, updates are quite often now.
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